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Introduction
Liver failure is clinically heterogeneous in aetiology,

pathophysiology, clinical severity and prognoses.1-3 It can
be divided into the following categories: acute liver failure
(ALF), of which the most severe form is fulminant hepatic
failure (FHF); acute-on-chronic liver failure (AoCLF),

such as acute viral hepatitis flare in those with chronic viral
hepatitis or in cirrhotic patients developing liver failure
following extensive liver resection for liver cancer; and
end-stage liver disease. The last will not be discussed in this
article. The causes of ALF include viral hepatitis B,
paracetamol overdose4-6 and toxins such as that from the
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found in FHF, possibly through reduction in high concentrations of these toxins. Although
MARS has been shown to be useful in FHF, its clinical efficacy in subfulminant hepatic failure
and less severe forms of acute liver failure (ALF) remains uncertain. The current literature also
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amanita mushrooms.7,8 Multiple medical complications
and multi-organ failure (MOF) can result from severe
ALF.9 These include acute renal and respiratory failure,
severe sepsis, bleeding diatheses, disseminated intravascular
coagulation, acute encephalopathy and significant
haemodynamic derangements. Conditions such as severe
sepsis can cause secondary ALF of variable severity.
Mortality in patients with severe ALF remain high, ranging
from 40% to 80%.9,10 In the absence of contraindications,
liver transplantation is the treatment of choice in irreversible
FHF; nevertheless its use is limited by organ donor shortage,
especially in countries like Singapore where the supply of
livers suitable for transplantation is limited and
unpredictable.10-12 An integral strategy is to optimise
patients’ medical condition, either in anticipation of liver
transplantation in FHF patients or of spontaneous liver
recovery. Good care in the intensive care unit (ICU)
remains the cornerstone of medical treatment for such
patients.13 This is complemented by the use of extracorporeal
liver assist devices (ELADs), which provide acute
temporary liver support to further optimise the internal
milieu in these patients.

Generally, ELADs can be divided into the following
categories:14 biological devices using whole animal livers;
hybrid bio-artificial devices using immortalised hepatocytes
cultured in bio-reactors that provide both excretory and
synthetic liver functions mimicking endogenous hepatic
function; combinations of both; and non-biological ELADs
having no synthetic functions, relying instead on
extracorporeal blood purification to substitute for failed or
inadequate endogenous hepatic excretory function. Bio-
artificial livers will not be discussed further.

Extracorporeal blood detoxification, as a means of
substituting for severely impaired or failed endogenous
liver excretory function, has been explored using charcoal
sorbent in a technique known as charcoal
haemodiadsorption.15 This Liver Dialysis System,
previously termed the BioLogic Push-Pull Sorbent System
(Hemocleanse Inc, W. Lafayette, IN, USA), was shown to
be effective in treating hepatic encephalopathy (HE) in
cases of acetaminophen-induced ALF.16 Another ELAD
for blood purification is the molecular adsorbent
recirculating system (MARS; Teraklin AG, Rostock,
Germany).17 It utilises albumin as a molecular adsorbent to
remove albumin-bound liver toxins from the patients’
blood compartment. These substances include ammonia,
bilirubin, free fatty acids and aromatic amino acids.17 Some
of these have been shown to play an important role in the
pathogenesis of ALF, in particular, extrahepatic organ
dysfunction such as acute renal failure (ARF) and HE.18-21

Available data strongly suggests that improvements in the
clinical parameters of cerebral function, such as cerebral
blood flow velocity and intracranial pressure (ICP)

following MARS treatment, may be due to the removal of
mediators like ammonia and other protein-bound liver
toxins.22 However, this has not been confirmed directly.
Indirect data have come from the use of therapeutic plasma
exchange in treating paediatric ALF, which was shown to
improve bleeding diatheses, but not neurological status.23

A possible explanation is that unlike MARS, therapeutic
plasma exchange does not eliminate protein-bound toxins.
Such protein-bound toxins may be more critical to the
pathogenesis of cerebral dysfunction in ALF.

The present review examines the laboratory and clinical
data on albumin liver dialysis with MARS. The technical
and operational aspects of MARS therapy are also described.
Finally, gaps in our knowledge of MARS will be highlighted
to form the basis for future work on MARS and in the
broader field of advancing the technique of acute liver
replacement therapy using ELADs.

Pathophysiology of Acute Liver Failure
The severity of ALF spans a continuum and clinical

outcome is variable. Moreover, many of the clinical and
laboratory manifestations of liver failure are non-specific.
Primary ALF resulting from direct liver insults, if severe
enough, can result in extrahepatic complications such as
ARF and bleeding diatheses. Systemic conditions, such as
severe sepsis and cardiogenic shock, may cause secondary
liver failure and MOF as part of the critical illness complex.24

The severity of ALF developing after certain insults may be
mild to moderate. Acute drug-induced (either idiosyncratic
in nature or through overdose) and viral hepatitis are
possible additional causes. The course of mild-to-moderate
ALF is generally self-limiting. Severe ALF may be
subdivided into FHF and subfulminant hepatic failure
(sFHF). FHF is defined as the onset of severe ALF
complicated by the onset of HE <2 weeks after the onset of
jaundice, whereas sFHF is defined as the onset of clinical
HE between 2 weeks to 3 months after the development of
jaundice, based on the definitions by Bernuau and
Benhamou.24 Thus, FHF represents the most lethal form of
severe ALF, in which the likelihood of spontaneous liver
recovery is low. FHF complicated by ARF is associated
with almost 100% mortality.24 The aetiology of FHF may be
divided into 4 major categories: infective (acute viral
hepatitis A [HAV], viral hepatitis B [HBV] and hepatitis C
[HCV]), drugs/toxins/chemicals such as halothane,
acetaminophen, isoniazid and amanita phalloides,
cardiovascular such as portal vein thrombosis, cardiac
tamponade and circulatory shock, and metabolic such as
Wilson’s disease, Reye’s syndrome and acute fatty liver of
pregnancy.25 FHF is itself associated with multiple
extrahepatic complications, some of which have been
alluded to earlier.

Two major complications of FHF are ARF and severe
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cerebral oedema. Severe cerebral oedema is a major and
often fatal complication in FHF patients. It causes
intracranial hypertension leading to cerebral ischaemia and
herniation.26 ARF, as a complication of FHF, is associated
with a poor outcome and may require treatment with
continuous veno-venous haemofiltration (CVVH).27 Other
complications of FHF include coagulopathy, hypotension,
bleeding and malnutrition as a consequence of the
hypercatabolic state in these patients.28

There are also multiple biochemical abnormalities in
FHF. Raised systemic blood concentrations of bilirubin,
bile salts, ammonia, lactate, free fatty acids (FFAs), aromatic
amino acids, gamma-aminobutyric acid (which is a false
neurotransmitter) and mercaptans have all been
documented.29,30 Of these, ammonia is believed to play a
central role in the pathogenesis of HE, the so-called ammonia
neurotoxicity hypothesis.31-33 The accumulation of these
substances is itself pathogenic in FHF. For example, bilirubin
has been shown to be toxic to polymorphonuclear
neutrophils, impairing their oxidant killing of bacteria.34 It
is, therefore, logical to expect that reduction in the levels of
some of these metabolites and toxins that accumulate in
FHF may be beneficial. One way is to detoxify the blood in
an extracorporeal circuit. By doing so, the toxic potential
of these accumulated metabolites may be reduced. Such a
strategy of using a blood purification tool would be
adjunctive to conventional care in the ICU. MARS is one
such homeostatic tool that can be used for this purpose.

AoCLF, by definition, denotes the presence of chronic
liver disease (CLD) prior to the onset of acute liver injury.
The pre-existence of CLD may not be known from the
outset. The causes of CLD include chronic viral hepatitis,
chronic ethanol ingestion, Wilson’s disease and cryptogenic
cirrhosis. These conditions may only become clinically
apparent for the very first time with features of severe ALF
following an insult. Acute precipitating factors are variable
and may include severe sepsis, gastrointestinal bleeding,
ingestion of sedatives and use of hepatotoxic drugs. The
manifestations of AoCLF may be similar to those in mild-
to-moderate ALF, except that there is no CLD in the latter.
Most patients with AoCLF recover spontaneously following
resolution of the acute precipitating factor(s). A subset of
such patients may progress to sFHF or even FHF.35 MARS
is of use in ameliorating specific biochemical and clinical
end-points in AoCLF. It may facilitate recovery from the
acute phase of hepatic decompensation.36 However, it is
uncertain whether this significantly impacts on the natural
history of the underlying CLD.

Technique
MARS is the device used to perform albumin liver

dialysis. The basic technical concept is based on
conventional haemodialysis (HD). In HD, blood is pumped

through an extracorporeal blood circuit (EC) across a
haemodialyser and returned to the patient via a temporary
or permanent vascular access. The blood undergoes
extracorporeal “cleansing” or dialysis before it returns to
the body. Much of the physical set-up and machine design
is to maintain the integrity of the EC by the prevention and
detection of blood and air leakage from and into the blood
circuit. Other HD machine features permit the measurement
and display of dialysate conductivity and temperature data,
as well as venous pressures and blood flow data.
Anticoagulation is used to prevent frequent clotting in the
circuit that can potentially reduce the overall dialytic
efficiency of HD treatment. Fresh bicarbonate-based
dialysate is pumped through the dialysate compartment of
the same haemodialyser in a countercurrent direction. By
doing so, an adequately steep diffusion gradient is set up for
uraemic solutes to diffuse from the blood compartment into
the dialysate compartment. Spent dialysate saturated with
uraemic solutes is discarded. The dialysate compartment is
thus an “open” one, in that fresh dialysate is continuously
pumped through the dialyser throughout HD treatment.
Conventional HD, therefore, dialyses blood against aqueous
bicarbonate dialysate. This permits diffusive clearance of
non-protein-bound, water-soluble uraemic solutes, such as
urea and creatinine. The corollary is that substances that are
tightly protein-bound and present in small quantities in the
aqueous phase or are lipophilic would be removed by HD
in negligible amounts, if at all.

In contrast, MARS interposes an albumin dialysate circuit
in between blood in dialyser 1 and bicarbonate dialysate in
dialyser 2 (Fig. 1). The MARS monitor (Teraklin AG,
Rostock, Germany) has a single roller pump that pumps
albumin round the albumin dialysate path. It must be
coupled to either a standard HD machine for intermittent
MARS therapy or a continuous renal replacement therapy
(CRRT) machine, such as the Prisma (Gambro, Lyon,
France), for continuous MARS treatment (Fig. 2). The HD/
CRRT machine provides pumps for blood and bicarbonate
dialysate circulation in their respective paths in the EC.
Blood leaves the patient via a standard dual-lumen, central
venous dialysis catheter, such as the 11F Gamcath (Gamcath,
Hechingen, Germany). The MARS circuit must be primed
1 to 2 hours ahead of its anticipated use. Upon initiation of
MARS therapy, albumin is pumped through the dialysate
compartment of dialyser 1, a high flux polysulfone capillary
haemodialyser (Fig. 1). Simultaneously, blood enters the
hollow fibre lumina of dialyser 1 and is thus bathed in and
surrounded by albumin dialysate. This allows for the
exchange of protein-bound substances between the blood
compartment and albumin in the albumin dialysate
compartment. At the same time, water-soluble, non-protein-
bound solutes such as uraemic toxins diffuse from the
blood into the albumin compartment. Albumin leaving
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dialyser 1 is, therefore, saturated with both albumin-bound
liver toxins and non-protein-bound aqueous-phase uraemic
solutes. This “spent” albumin is then pumped through the
“blood” compartment of dialyser 2 (a low-flux polysulfone
hollow-fibre dialyser). At the same time, fresh bicarbonate
dialysate is pumped continuously by the HD/CRRT machine
(with which MARS is coupled) through the dialysate
compartment of dialyser 2. Thus, the capillary fibres of
dialyser 2 are filled with albumin saturated with liver and
uraemic toxins. These albumin-filled hollow fibres in
dialyser 2 are, in turn, bathed with fresh bicarbonate
dialysate pumped in a direction countercurrent to that of
pumped albumin flow through dialyser 2. Thus, uraemic
toxins can diffuse from the albumin compartment of dialyser
2 into the bicarbonate dialysate. This explains the de-
uraemisation or dialytic effect of MARS in ALF patients
with concomitant ARF. Hence, albumin that leaves the
“blood” compartment of dialyser 2 has lower concentrations
of uraemic toxins than at the point of entry into dialyser 2,
but still has a high concentration of liver toxins that have
not been removed from albumin dialysate. The second
component of the MARS circuit starts with albumin leaving
dialyser 2 and entering the activated charcoal column. On
exit, albumin enters the anionic exchange column. The
passage of albumin through these 2 columns regenerates or
“scrubs” it of liver toxins. By the time albumin leaves the
anionic exchange resin column and re-enters the dialysate
compartment of dialyser 1, it should have a lower
concentration of both protein-bound liver toxins and water-
soluble uraemic solutes than at Ae. Once more, recycled
albumin at Aa is ready to adsorb more liver and uraemic
toxins from the blood compartment in dialyser 1. It is clear
that while the bicarbonate dialysate compartment is an
“open” one with potentially unlimited de-uraemisation
capability, the albumin dialysate compartment is “closed”
and has an inherent theoretical adsorptive limit, although
the time when this is reached and with respect to which

substance are currently unknown. A total of 600 mL of 20%
albumin is used to prime and fill the albumin dialysate
circuit. This amount is neither replaced nor replenished
during each session of intermittent MARS treatment.
Therefore, the capacity of the albumin dialysate to
adsorb protein-bound toxins from the blood compartment
is limited by the albumin-regenerating capacity of the
charcoal and anionic resin columns. Anticoagulation is
needed to maintain a patent blood path in dialyser 1.
Different approaches to anticoagulation (regional versus
systemic) and different types of anticoagulants have
been used in CRRT, although similar experience with
MARS is relatively more limited.37-39 Studies are, therefore,
needed to identify the optimal choice of anticoagulant,
mode of administration and dosage needed for MARS. In
some patients with very high bleeding risk, it may be
possible to omit anticoagulation altogether. This has also
been proven in CVVH in patients at high bleeding risk and
who are already spontaneously coagulopathic and/or
thrombocytopaenic.40

Prescription of Albumin Liver Dialysis Using MARS
Once it is decided that MARS therapy is to be carried out,

a central venous catheter should be inserted as with any
CRRT or extracorporeal blood purification procedure.
This catheter may be inserted into any of the large central
veins: femoral, internal jugular and subclavian veins. Fresh
frozen plasma and platelet transfusions may be needed
during dialysis catheter insertion since most of these patients
are coagulopathic and / or thrombocytopaenic. If the patient
is already on CVVH for concomitant ARF, the mode of
MARS should preferably be intermittent. It is generally not
advisable to have CVVH and MARS (either intermittent or
continuous) operate simultaneously. Intermittent MARS
can be undertaken when CRRT is temporarily stopped.
CVVH can be resumed upon completion of MARS therapy.
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Fig. 1. Diagrammatic representation of a MARS circuit. Aa:
albumin dialysate entry into dialyser 1; Ae: albumin dialysate exit from
dialyser 1.

Fig. 2. Photograph of MARS coupled to (a) standard haemodialysis and (b)
continuous renal replacement therapy machines.
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The duration of an intermittent MARS is 6 to 8 hours. A
single MARS treatment should not exceed 10 hours, given
the potential risk of albumin becoming a microbial culture
medium with prolonged use in MARS. Unfractionated
heparin can be prescribed as an anticoagulant (1000 IU to
2000 IU heparin for priming and 250 IU to 500 IU per hour
as necessary to prevent blood circuit clotting). It may be
possible to use even lower doses of heparin and alternate-
hour anticoagulant administration to further reduce the
total dose of anticoagulant administered, especially among
the very high-risk bleeders. The blood pump speed (QB)
can range from 150 mL/min to 200 mL/min and albumin
dialysate flow rate (QA) can be set between a similar range
of 150 mL/min to 200 mL/min, in tandem with QB and
bicarbonate dialysate flow rate (QD) at between 300 mL/
min to 500 mL/min. QA is dialled into the MARS monitor.
The other 2 operational parameters are set in the HD or
CRRT machine with which MARS is coupled. Generally,
the more haemodynamically unstable the patient is, the
lower should be the settings for all 3 variables. Depending
on the type of HD or CRRT machine being used, QD can
potentially be set <300 mL/min. Ultrafiltration (UF) is the
volume of plasma water that is removed from the blood
compartment during dialysis/haemofiltration and this
variable is dialled into the HD/CRRT machine. UF can be
zero if the patient is highly unstable haemodynamically and
is already on CVVH for ARF treatment. If the patient is
extremely fluid-overloaded, MARS can be used to achieve
a prescribed UF if clinical conditions permit. This must be
weighed against the potential of MARS to aggravate
hypotension in such patients. Exacerbation of hypotension
in ALF patients may cause further ischaemic damage to the
diseased liver and worsen the prognosis of ALF. Thus,
prescribing no or minimal UF and the lowest QB, QA and QD
deliverable by the HD/CRRT machine are ways to attenuate
the destabilising potential of MARS during clinical use.
The MARS kit should be discarded after a single use and
the HD/CRRT machine decontaminated in accordance
with prescribed procedures. There is presently no
computational approach to quantify either the dose of liver
dialysis prescribed or achieved. Liver dialysis dosing with
MARS is empiric. Clinical assessment of its efficacy
consists of measuring specific blood chemistries pre- and
post-MARS. These can include bilirubin, lactate and
ammonia. ICP probes can also provide real-time pre- and
post-MARS treatment data on ICP and cerebral perfusion.

MARS in Acute Liver Failure and Acute
Decompensation of Chronic Liver Disease

The severity of ALF spans a continuum that can be
arbitrarily divided into mild, moderate and severe. FHF is
the most severe form of ALF and is associated with a high
mortality rate. All forms of ALF have variable natural

history, with the less severe forms having a higher chance
of recovery generally. However, it can be clinically difficult
to determine residual liver function in ALF, the likelihood
of spontaneous liver regeneration and the course of ALF,
arising either from primary hepatic insults or secondary to
MOF. Given such variability, the effect of MARS on the
course of ALF can be unpredictable. Spontaneous liver
recovery may be due to the natural history of the disease in
a particular patient and not due to the effect of MARS.
Large prospective, randomised, multi-centre clinical trials
are needed to answer this central question. Nevertheless,
MARS has been shown to be an effective homeostatic tool
in FHF when intermediate biochemical outcomes and
clinical parameters are considered.  Raised bilirubin, bile
acids and ammonia levels can be ameliorated with MARS.41

Other toxins that have been reported to be removed during
MARS include urea and creatinine, and this is the basis of
the de-uraemisation effect of MARS in patients with
concomitant ALF and ARF.41-43 MARS has also been used
to treat patients with AoCLF.36 In one study, MARS
complementing standard medical therapy (SMT) was shown
to be associated with a better 30-day survival, together with
a significant reduction in plasma bilirubin and bile acids. In
addition, HE and renal dysfunction also improved in the
MARS + SMT group compared to the control group which
received SMT alone.36 In an uncontrolled series of 8 cases
of AoCLF, MARS reduced systemic concentrations of
plasma lactate, ammonia, urea, creatinine and bilirubin.
The same study also noted that 3 patients experienced
reductions in ICP and jugular bulb oxygen saturation with
an increase in the cerebral perfusion pressure.44 MARS has
also been shown to increase cerebral blood flow velocity
after a single treatment, although the precise mechanism
remains uncertain.45

A subset of patients with AoCLF are those with acute
hepatorenal syndrome, a severe complication of chronic
cirrhosis. A total of 13 patients with cirrhosis were studied,
of whom 8 were randomised to the MARS +
haemodiafiltration (HDF) + SMT treatment arm and 5
(control group) were assigned HDF + SMT only. None of
the patients underwent liver transplantation (LTx) during
the study. Significantly, mortality was 100% in the control
group. In contrast, patients in the MARS-treated group had
a mortality rate of 62.5% on day 7 and 75% on day 30.46

Patients with ALF following extensive liver resection for
tumour are another group that can be treated with MARS.
MARS can provide temporary hepatic excretory support in
anticipation of spontaneous liver recovery following ablative
liver surgery. Its use can also be extended to liver transplant
patients with primary graft dysfunction. Data suggests that
MARS can bridge such patients to either re-transplantation
or till spontaneous liver recovery occurs.47,48
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Unanswered Questions
MARS is effective in ameliorating biochemical and

specific clinical parameters that are deranged in FHF and
in certain groups of patients with AoCLF. Together with
acute renal replacement therapy and good conventional
care in the ICU, MARS can keep these patients alive while
waiting for LTx or till liver recovery occurs spontaneously.
More data from large multi-centre, randomised controlled
trials are needed to further confirm this. Much less certain
is the effect of MARS on the course of ALF in the context
of MOF and the use of MARS in less severe forms of ALF.

Another issue relates to the optimal timing of initiation of
and intensity of MARS treatment. ARF patients treated
with renal replacement therapy earlier had better survival
compared with those treated later with renal replacement
therapy (RRT).49 Extrapolating this concept to ALF, it may
be possible that earlier initiation of MARS is potentially
beneficial to FHF patients. MARS can be performed
intermittently or continuously. Although the dosing of
albumin liver dialysis is still unresolved, it may be more
physiological to perform continuous rather than intermittent
MARS therapy. However, such an approach would be
more costly. A more intensive approach to CVVH in ARF
has already been shown to be associated with better patient
survival.50 It may be possible that more intensive approaches
to MARS treatment can similarly confer a better outcome
on FHF patients. Finally, the clinical and laboratory criteria
guiding the initiation, timing and intensity of MARS and
for what categories of ALF/AoCLF are still evolving. Most
studies have used bilirubin as the marker of choice. Further
studies are needed to confirm if bilirubin is patho-
physiologically relevant and accurate as one of the criteria
upon which decisions about MARS are based. This would
be analogous to the use of serum urea and creatinine to
guide diagnostic and therapeutic decisions in ARF.

Conclusions
MARS is an effective tool in treating patients with FHF.

Together with standard care in the ICU, MARS can keep
critically ill patients with FHF alive for LTx, should a
suitable organ be available and if the patient remains
medically fit for transplantation surgery. MARS has also
been shown to be useful in ameliorating the internal milieu
in patients with AoCLF and in reducing the high mortality
rate in some of them. Large multi-centre, controlled trials
are needed to confirm if MARS actually changes the
natural history of FHF/AoCLF. Much less is known,
however, about the usefulness of MARS in treating less
severe forms of ALF, especially those that arise in the
context of MOF, and whether it changes the course of
underlying CLD in AoCLF. More data is also needed to
determine the optimal timing and intensity of MARS
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